 Multiorgan failure (MOF) might produce long-term neurological and cognitive sequelae  Functional MRI revealed abnormal default mode network (DMN) connectivity in MOF  DMN connectivity 6 months after MOF was associated with clinical severity during ICU  DMN connectivity was associated with attention and visual-constructional abilities  Resting-state fMRI is a potential tool for predicting long-term deficits in MOF
1.

Introduction
Multiorgan Failure (MOF), also known as Multiple Organ Dysfunction Syndrome (MODS), is a potentially reversible physiological disorder that affects two or more organ systems not involved in the condition that motivates admission to an Intensive Care Unit (ICU). MOF arises after a potentially life-threatening physiologic insult and it is currently the most common cause of death in patients admitted to an ICU (Marshall, 2001) .
During the last years, most attention regarding the prevention and treatment of MOF has focused on patient survival during ICU stay. However, there is now sufficient evidence that MOF survivors usually present neurological, cognitive, and neuropsychiatric manifestations in the months and years after discharge from the ICU (Ehlenbach, 2010; Iwashyna et al., 2010; Latronico and Bolton, 2011; Wolters et al., 2013) . Specifically, it has been shown that 34% of MOF patients had global cognition scores 1.5 SD below the mean of population at 12 months after ICU discharge (similar to moderate traumatic brain injury), and 24% had scored 2 SD below the mean of the population (similar to mild Alzheimer's disease) (Pandharipande et al., 2013) . The results from previous research have led to hypothesize that microstructural injury and abnormal brain functional connectivity could be responsible for the appearance of these deficits.
In the other hand, some clinical variables related to the severity of the MOF, such as advanced age, hypoxemia, hypotension, the number of sedation days, and of days with delirium (Ely et al., 2004; Girard et al., 2010; Gunther et al., 2012; Pandharipande et al., 2013) have been associated with the presence of cognitive deficits after ICU discharge. However, in cases where no brain damage is present, the mechanisms underlying the long-term neurological and cognitive deficits after MOF are not well understood. In particular, whether or not those patients present the immune system's hyper-activation that can propagate to the central nervous system is still unknown, and the research regarding the cognitive impairment in these patients is almost inexistent. Indeed, it is of crucial interest to understand the pathophysiological mechanisms of these brain functioning aftermaths, in order to define better protocols to improve patient's quality of life (Needham et al., 2012) .
Even though some studies have shown that different RSNs are altered in pathological conditions like the deficit of consciousness (Diez et al., 2017) , schizophrenia (Karbasforoushan and Woodward, 2012; Woodward et al., 2011) , epilepsy (Liao et al., 2010) , Alzheimer's Disease (Binnewijzend et al., 2012; Diez et al., 2015; Greicius et al., 2004; Li et al., 2002; Rombouts et al., 2005) , and healthy aging today, there is a lack of research studies that had evaluated the brain connectivity of RSNs and its relationship with the cognitive function of these patients after MOF. Thus, the aims of this study are: 1) To determine differences in brain connectivity and cognitive functioning between a group of MOF patients six months after ICU discharge and HC, and 2) To explore if there is a relationship between brain connectivity and cognitive function in these patients after six months of MOF.
Materials and Methods
Participants, design, and clinical variables
A cross-sectional study was performed based on neuropsychological and brain MRI of 22 patients that suffered MOF and had been treated at the ICU of the Cruces University Hospital (Bilbao, Spain). The same evaluation was also performed to 22 healthy controls (HC), recruited in the vicinity of the Cruces University Hospital and matched with patients by age, sex, and years of education. The evaluation of MOF patients was performed six months after ICU discharge in order to avoid the individual effects of administered drugs during ICU admission.
During ICU stay a set of basic physiological variables were collected in MOF patients, including mean blood pressure, mean arterial partial oxygen pressure (pO2), and days of sedation. These variables were calculated from the raw data stored in IntelliSpace Critical Care & Anesthesia Information (ICCA) platform (Koninklijke Philips N.V.). The severity of MOF was assessed by the Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score, that used to quantify the extent of organ dysfunction in patients after MOF (Jones et al., 2009) , assigns to each of the following six systems respiratory, coagulatory, liver, cardiovascular, renal, and neurologic a score from 0 (normal) to 4 (high degree of dysfunction/failure), so the total score ranges from 0 to 24. Furthermore, right after ICU discharge, the overall cognitive status of patients was evaluated with the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE).
The inclusion criteria for MOF patients were: a) were between 18 to 65 years of age; b) had a MOF due to respiratory failure, cardiogenic shock, or septic shock; c) not having had structural brain injury detected in T1 (no T1-BD); d) SOFA score ≥ 4 for at least 48 hours during ICU admission, implying an associated mortality rate of at least 20% (Ferreira et al., 2001) ; e) MMSE score ≥ 23 (Folstein et al., 1975 ); and f) were able to read and write at the time of evaluation.
The inclusion criteria for the HC were: a) were between 18 to 65 years of age; b) MMSE score ≥ 23; c) scored ≤ 4 on the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 for assessing depression; and d) were able to read and write at the time of evaluation.
The exclusion criteria for MOF patients were: a) history of developmental problems or learning disabilities prior to admission to the ICU; b) cerebral hypoxia during ICU admission; c) history of neurological or psychiatric conditions; d) chronic organ injury that might alter functional connectivity (Li et al., 2016) ; e) regular use of pain or other medications that may impact cognitive functioning; f) history of daily consumption and/or use of an illicit substance; g) severe visual and/or hearing deficit at the time of the evaluation; and h) have some contraindications for magnetic resonance imaging (i.e., morbid obesity, pacemaker, metal prostheses, or pregnancy).
The exclusion criteria for the HC were: a) history of neurological or psychiatric conditions; b) history of developmental problems or learning disabilities; c) regular use of pain or other medications that may impact cognitive functioning; d) daily consumption and/or use of an illicit substance; e) severe visual and/or hearing deficit; and f) contraindications for magnetic resonance imaging (i.e., morbid obesity, pacemaker, metal prostheses, or pregnancy).
The study was approved by the local Ethical Committee at the Cruces University Hospital (Code CEIC E16/52). All participants gave their written informed consent prior to their participation in the study, which was performed in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration.
Neuropsychological evaluation
Both MOF patients and HC were administered a comprehensive neuropsychological evaluation that includes the following tests:
Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure (ROCF).
The ROCF is a test that assesses visual perception, visual-spatial constructional ability, and visual memory. The test is composed of two parts (Rey, 2009) : the copy and the memory task. During the copy task, participants are asked to draw-copy a complex figure whilst looking to a template, which contains 18 different elements. During the memory task (conducted 3 minutes after the copy part), participants are requested to draw the same figure they copied before but without looking to it anymore (remembering). The maximum and minimum scores for each task (copy and memory) are respectively 36 and 0. ROCF takes around 10 minutes to be completed.
Verbal Fluency Test (VFT).
The verbal fluency test assess an individual's capacity for complex cognitive functioning, such as language and executive functioning (Strauss et al., 2006) . Different modalities of VFT exist, but in this study, it was used the two more common, namely, the phonological and semantic VFT. In the phonological VFT, the participant is required to produce in 60 seconds as many words as possible, all of them starting with the same initial letter (here, M, R, and P were used). In the semantic VFT, the participant is required to produce in 60 seconds as many words as possible, all of them belonging to a particular category (here, animals and fruits were used). For administration and scoring, the protocol explained in (Olabarrieta-Landa et al., 2017) was followed. VFT takes around 5 minutes to be completed.
Hopkins Verbal Learning Test-Revised (HVLT-R).
The HVLT-R is a test to measure verbal learning and memory (Benedict et al., 1998) . The test consists of a 12-item word list that is read to participants on three successive learning trials. After reading the final word, the participant is asked to recall as many items as possible in any order (Total Recall). After 20-25 minutes, patients are requested to recall as many words as possible (Delayed Recall). Total
Recall score range between 0 to 36 and Delayed recall from 0 to 12. HVLT-R takes around 10 minutes to be completed.
Stroop color and word test (Stroop).
The Stroop test is a measured of executive functioning of selective attention, cognitive flexibility, cognitive inhibition, and information processing speed (Golden, 2010) . The test consists of three parts, each with 100 stimuli randomly organized into five columns. The first sheet (Word condition) is formed by the words "Red", "Green,", and "Blue" colored in black, and the participant is requested to read aloud, as quick as possible, the columns from left to right. The second sheet (Color condition) is formed by groups of four Xs ("XXXX") colored in blue, green, and red, and the task is to name the ink color of each stimulus. Finally, the last sheet (Word-Color condition) consists of the three words of the first printed page in the colors of the second, with words being incongruent with the color of the ink. The task is to name the ink color, inhibiting the reading of the word. Each condition of the test (Word, Color, Word-Color) takes 45 seconds to complete and the score is the number of correctly named elements in each condition. Stroop takes around 3 minutes to be completed.
Modified Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (M-WCST).
This test was used to measure global executive functioning, that is, the use of abstract reasoning, strategic planning, organized searching, mental flexibility, and impulse control (Schretlen, 1997 (Reitan and Wolfson, 1985) . The test consists of two parts: TMT-A, during which the participant is requested to connect with a line 25 numbers in ascending order, which are circled and randomly distributed on a sheet of paper. In the TMT-B, the participant is asked to connect numbers and letters in an alternative way (1-A, 2-B, 3-C, .
. .). The total score in each task is the needed time in seconds to complete the task. The time limit for TMT-A is 100 seconds and 300 seconds for TMT-B. TMT takes around 10 minutes to be completed.
Brief Test of Attention (BTA).
The BTA is a test to measure auditory-divided attention (Schretlen et al., 1996) and consists of two equivalent forms that are administered one after the other (forms N and L). Each form contains a list of letter-numeric strings increasing in length from 4 to 18 characters. In the first list (form N), the participant is asked to count how many numbers have been presented, while discarding the letters. The exact same items are presented on the second list (form L), but the participant is asked to count the number of letters presented while ignoring the numbers. One point is awarded for each correct answer, with each list ranging from 0 to 10. The number of correctly identified items is summed across both forms, with total scores ranging between 0 and 20. BTA takes around 5 minutes to be completed.
Symbol Digit Modalities Test (SDMT).
SMDT was created to assess the cognitive functioning of attention, motor speed, and visual scanning (Smith, 2013) . The test is composed of a key with two rows, nine stimulus symbols in the upper one and matched numbers (1-9) in the row below. Participants are required to write, as fast as possible, the correct number under the corresponding symbol in 90 seconds. The final score is the number of correct completed substitutions, with a maximum score of 110. For this study, written administration was used.
Boston Naming Test (BNT).
BNT is a test created to assess language abilities including naming and word retrieval (Kaplan et al., 2005) . The test consists of 60 pictures, which are presented in order of increasing difficulty to the participant with the aim of naming them. The total score is the sum of correct spontaneous answers (answers with no cues) plus correct answers (followed by a semantic clue). BNT takes around 15 minutes to be completed.
Imaging acquisition
The brain MRIs were acquired in a Philips 3-Tesla Achieva Dstream MRI scanner with a 32channel head coil and included the following sequences:
Anatomical data
High resolution T1 images were acquired with a 3D Turbo Field Echo (TFE): repetition time TR = 7.4 ms, echo time TE = 3.4 ms, inversion time IT = 850 ms, voxel size = 1.1 × 1.1 × 1.2 mm 3 , slice thickness = 1.2 mm, field of view FOV = 250 × 250 mm 2 , 300 contiguous sagittal slices covering the entire brain and brainstem.
Resting state functional data
A session with a total duration of 7.40 minutes was acquired, using SENSE (with a factor of 2.2) the following parameters: 214 whole-brain gradient echo echo-planar images with TR/TE = 2100/27 ms, FOV = 240 × 240 mm 2 , voxel size = 3 × 3 × 3 mm 3 , 80 × 80 matrix, slice thickness of 3 mm, 45 axial slices, interleaved in ascending order.
2.4.
Imaging analyses
Structural abnormalities
Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) was applied with FSL-VBM (Douaud et al., 2007) , FSL version 6.0.1, an optimized VBM protocol carried out with FSL tools. First, by using the structural images, skull was removed and gray matter was segmented before being registered to the MNI152 standard space with non-linear registration. The resulting images were averaged and flipped along the x-axis to create a left-right symmetric, study-specific gray matter template. Second, all native gray matter images were non-linearly registered to this studyspecific template and "modulated" to correct for local expansion (or contraction) due to the nonlinear component of the spatial transformation. The modulated gray matter images were then smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian kernel of full width at half maximum of 9.42 mm (σ = 4 mm). Final images were used for group comparison.
Functional preprocessing
The rs-fMRI images were preprocessed with FSL 6.0.1 and AFNI 19.3.00
(https://afni.nimh.nih.gov/) similar to that used in previous work (Camino-Pontes et al., 2018; Rasero et al., 2017) . First, slice-time correction was applied to the fMRI dataset. Next, each volume was aligned to the middle volume to correct for head motion artifacts using MCFLIRT (incorporated in FSL). After intensity normalization, the effect of the following cofounding factors was removed: movement time-courses, average cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and white matter (WM) signals, together with the linear and quadratic trends. Finally, a band-pass filter was used within the 0.01-0.08 Hz band (Cordes et al., 2001) . Next the functional data was spatially normalized to the MNI152 brain template, with a voxel size of 3 x 3 x 3 mm 3 and all voxels were spatially smoothed with a 6mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) isotropic Gaussian kernel. Finally, scrubbing was performed, by which time points with frame-wise displacement (FD) greater than 0.5 were removed together one frame before and two frames after (Power et al., 2014) , which is a more conservative strategy ensuring that movements artifacts are sufficiently removed.
Functional connectivity and maps of connectivity strength
Following ( 
Labelling of anatomical regions
The anatomical characterization for each brain map was done using the automated anatomical labeling (AAL) brain atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) , and as a consequence, the anatomical labels used in this work follow the ones existing in the AAL atlas.
2.5.
Statistical and data analyses 2.5.1. Separability of group FC matrices measured by the signal to noise ratio (SNR)
Based on the signal-detection theory, the separability of the FC connectivity strength matrices was evaluated for the MOF and HC groups using the signal to noise ratio (SNR) by using the formula SNR = ( ) where µ i and σ i 2 represent the mean and variance of group i = 1, 2, respectively (Cortes et al., 2010) . Therefore, the higher the SNR, the larger the separability of the two distributions. Furthermore, μ HC > μ MOF situations indicated hypo-connectivity, rather μ MOF > μ HC showed hyper-connectivity.
Group differences in neuropsychological performance
Differences in each neuropsychological test was assessed by two-sample t-test implemented in Matlab 2016b (The MathWorks, Inc.). Effect size was also assessed by calculating the Cohen distance.
Multiple comparisons correction
For any of the image analyses, statistics was assessed independently for all the number of voxels. To correct for multiple comparisons, it was used the cluster-based thresholding method implemented in the function 3dClustSim of AFNI 19.3.00, ensuring that each voxel within a significant cluster satisfied simultaneously that its p-value was smaller than 0.05 and had a false positive rate (FPR) smaller than 0.05. The noise volume was simulated assuming the autocorrelation function (ACF) followed a mixed-model of the form:
where a,b,c were estimated by 3dFWHMx of AFNI.
Hypotheses contrasts
Two different contrasts were used for comparison of the brain maps: [1 -1] (MOF > HC) and [-1 neuropsychological scales, the contrast [0 1] was used, only taking into consideration the group of patients.
Results
General clinical features of MOF patients are presented in Table 1 In relation to the structural integrity of the brain quantitatively tested with voxel-based morphometry on T1 MRI sequences, significant differences between MOF patients and HC were not found. Figure S1 shows three axial slices (z=75) illustrating ventricle space, together with white and gray matter for three arbitrarily chosen MOF patients. Although group differences are not easily detected in T1 after visual inspection, quantitative comparison with voxel-based morphometry did not provide either any significant group differences for any of the contrasts [1 -1] or [-1 1], respectively, MOF > HC and MOF < HC. Therefore, both qualitative and quantitative standard methods for analyzing structural imaging showed no structural damage in MOF patients.
Regarding the analysis of the functional integrity of the brain tested with rs-fMRI, group differences were assessed in strength maps obtained from FC matrices. Figure 1 illustrates the method for the all-to-DMN FC matrix, but the same analysis was repeated for the following matrices: all-to-all, all-to-cerebellum, all-to-executive-control, all-to-frontoparietal, all-tosensory-motor, all-to-auditory, all-to-lateral-visual, all-to-medial-visual and all-to-occipitalpole. Figure 2 illustrates the probability distribution of strength values calculated for the all-to-all ( figure 2A ) and all-to-DMN ( figure 2B ) matrices for the two groups: HC (colored in blue) and MOF (in red). The separability of the two distributions had a relative increase of 311%, as the SNR was equal to 0.009 for the all-to-all and 0.019 for the all-to-DMN matrix (see methods for the calculation of the SNR). Notice that SNR is simply one possible manner to calculate separability between two probability distributions. The fact that the distribution of strength values in figure 2B for the group of MOF patients was shifted to the right as compared to the one for HC, indicated that the DMN hyper-connected for the group of MOF patients as compared with HC. Importantly, when the SNR was calculated only over significant regions of the hyper-connectivity map, the increase in the SNR was from 0.013 to 0.157, indicating that a stronger statistical significance in the group comparison corresponded to a higher SNR.
For the contrast [1 -1] (MOF > HC) the only FC matrix that provided significant differences was all-to-DMN. Figure 3 illustrates the patterns of DMN hyper-connectivity towards four different RSNs: sensory-motor, cerebellum, and visual networks (the precise anatomical representation and cluster statistics of the significant brain maps are provided in Table S1 ). The contrast [-1 1] (MOF < HC) did not provide any significant differences after multiple comparisons for any class of FC matrix, indicating that no significant hypo-connection was found for any of the RSNs.
The strength maps obtained from the all-to-DMN matrix were associated with different clinical variables collected in the group of MOF patients: MMSE, SOFA, mean blood pressure, mean arterial partial oxygen pressure (pO2), and days of sedation (Table 1 ). The only two variables that had a significant association after multiple comparisons were SOFA and days of sedation (figure 4). The strength maps had a negative association with the SOFA scale (r = -0.90, p-value = 1.2 × 10-8), indicating that most severe patients during ICU stay had at six months after ICU discharge less connectivity of the DMN towards the following networks: sensory-motor, lateral visual, executive-control, auditory, and cerebellum (the anatomical representation and cluster statistics of the significant brain maps are provided in Table S2 ). Similarly, strength maps of allto-DMN connectivity maps had a negative association with days of sedation (r = -0.85, p-value = 3.2 × 10-5), mainly in areas connecting the DMN with the frontoparietal network (Table S2) .
Lastly, the association of strength maps obtained from all-to-DMN connectivity matrices was assessed with each of the nine different neuropsychological tests. Figure 5 illustrates the results for BTA (measuring attention) and ROCF-Copy (measuring visual perception, visual-spatial constructional ability, and visual memory), which were the only two tests providing a significant association, which was: 1. Negative for BTA (r = -0.49, p-value = 0.03), indicating that patients who performed better in BTA had less connectivity from DMN towards the following networks auditory, frontoparietal, lateral visual, medial visual, and sensory-motor networks (Table S3 ), 2. Positive for ROCF-Copy (r = +0.62, p-value = 0.0049), indicating that patients who performed better in ROCF-Copy had increased connectivity from DMN to the cerebellar network (Table S3 ).
Discussion
Multiorgan failure (MOF) is a progressive disorder triggered by a life-threatening insult that independently on the etiology of the injury has an associated high mortality rate. (Pandharipande et al., 2013) , having an impact on physical functional, cognitive, and psychiatric levels (Ehlenbach, 2010; Iwashyna et al., 2010; Latronico and Bolton, 2011; Wolters et al., 2013) . Therefore, albeit it exists the need for improving patient's intervention during ICU for a better outcome, little is known about the neural mechanisms of the brain-related alterations in the long-term in MOF patients.
In this study, 22 patients who suffered MOF were recruited six months after ICU discharge and followed a complete MRI session and a comprehensive neuropsychological evaluation. The results have been compared with those obtained from an age-sex-education matched group of 22 HC. The study has focused on MOF patients with no structural brain damage on T1 MRI images, neither on qualitative inspection nor in quantitative (VBM) comparison with HC. to occur in the onset of a plethora of pathologies, for instance, after concussion (Abbas et al., 2015) , in the early stage of Alzheimer's disease (Schultz et al., 2017) , in brain tumor survivors (Chen et al., 2016) , deficit of consciousness (Di Perri et al., 2018) , cancer related cognitive impairment (Apple et al., 2018) , autism (Washington et al., 2014) , and behavioral disorders such as anorexia (Cowdrey et al., 2014) .
The strength maps obtained from the all-to-DMN connectivity matrix had a negative association with the severity scale of the multiorgan failure (SOFA), indicating that patients who had more severe MOF during ICU stay had less connectivity at six months after ICU discharge from the DMN towards many different networks such as sensory-motor, lateral visual, executive-control, auditory, and cerebellum. Similarly, less connectivity from the DMN towards the frontoparietal network was associated with the clinical variable of days of sedation, which likely reflects that the two variables (days of sedation and SOFA) have high statistical dependence between each other (r = 0.61, p-value = 0.012), showing that indeed the more severe patients made use of more days of sedation in their intervention.
The association of MOF severity and functional connectivity patterns of the DMN at six months after ICU discharge, even when no apparent brain structural damage exists in these patients, is somehow proving evidence related to the main study's hypothesis, namely, that functional connectivity may account for the brain alterations in these patients in the long-term. Whether the changes in the connectivity patterns found in the DMN reflect a negative (damage) or a positive effect (behavioral compensation) is difficult to confirm, and a longitudinal follow-up of this population is needed to fully assess this question.
When assessing cognitive functioning in MOF patients at six months after ICU discharge, no group-differences were found between MOF and HC in any of the neuropsychological tests, although the patients generally performed worse in all cognitive domains. The worse performance was found in learning and memory (as measured by the test HVLT-R Delayed) and
in the speed of information processing and attention (measured by the tests Stroop Color and BTA). However, the brain maps of functional DMN connectivity to the rest of the brain did have a significant association with tests measuring visuospatial memory (ROCF-Copy) and attention (BTA). Although the effect size in these tests was not small (respectively, 0.21 and 0.5), the group differences were not significant, and therefore, the DMN connectivity patterns might indicate somehow anticipation or delay concerning the cognitive impairment, but to fully clarify this hypothesis, the follow-up of these patients is needed.
Very striking, the found patterns of functional connectivity of the DMN at six months after ICU discharge had an association with some severity scales during the ICU stay, but this did not happen when looking to associations between such ICU severity scores and neuropsychological parameters obtained also six months after ICU discharge. Therefore, our findings indicate that DMN connectivity might work as a biomarker of the onset of future cognitive deficits on these patients.
Methodological considerations and limitations
It should be noted that the limited sample size (N=22 per group) and the short follow-up time in this study might bias the differences observed between MOF patients and HC. Moreover, restricting the participation to patients with an acceptable overall cognitive status (MMSE ≥ 23)
led to the exclusion of those with more severe cognitive impairment (Folstein et al., 1975) , thus eliminating possible comorbid factors that might affect the cognitive disability of MOF patients.
Similarly, recruited MOF patients had no lesions detected in T1, which guaranteed that the cognitive impairment driven by structural lesions were also excluded from our study. Future studies with longer-term neuroimaging and neuropsychological data are needed to fully characterize whether or not our results might provide biomarkers for the cognitive deficits in MOF patients.
In this study the MOF causes were similar to previous studies assessing cognitive dysfunction in this systemic pathology (Pandharipande et al., 2013) . However, there is also some heterogeneity among the MOF patients in terms of the cause for ICU admission, which could also have influenced the results obtained. Future studies should include more homogenous groups of patients with MOF in order to determine similarities and differences with the findings of this study.
For assessing the movement artifacts, scrubbing was performed for removing frames with FD greater than 0.5 together with one frame before and two frames after, which is a more conservative strategy ensuring good artifacts removal (Power et al., 2014) . Our choice of 0.5 removed about 5% of the total number of scans in the MOF group, which is an appropriate number. After all the frames satisfying removal criteria were discarded, the shortest sequence in our population was equal to 5 min and 30 sec, large enough for resting analyses. For the HC group, a total of 11 of 22 participants had discarded frames, with a mean of 13 removed frames per subject. For the HC participant with the highest movement, a total of 53 scans were removed (24.8% of the total) resulting in a sequence of 5 min 38 seg. For the group of MOF, a total of 11 of 22 participants had discarded frames, with a mean of 25 removed frames per subject. For the MOF patient with the highest movement, a total of 57 scans were removed (26.6% of the total) resulting in a sequence of 5 min 30 seg. After scrubbing, the two groups did not have significant differences in movement amount, as measured by a t-test in the number of discarded frames (p-value = 0.20).
Our statement of MOF patients not having brain structural damage is based on the following points: 1. Voxel-based morphometry did not provide significant group differences, 2. A clinical neuroradiologist (AC) inspected all MOF structural (T1) and functional (EPI) images, and after visual inspection did not find any lesion. Notice that hemorrhagic lesions (for instance) can be detected in EPI images. Similarly, T1 images allow detecting large parenchymatous lesions and none of our patients had any of these lesions. Unfortunately, FLAIR or T2 images were not acquired, so other classes of lesions detected from other structural sequences cannot be performed.
The all-to-DMN matrices were calculated using the RSNs templates provided by (Smith et al., 2009 ). Alternatively, it is possible to obtain ICA-derived time courses for each of the RSNs and calculate FC matrices from the rest of the brain to each of the networks. Figure S2 illustrates the two strategies. For the situation of having a good match between the template (DMN-T) and the spatial ICA-derived component (DMN-ICA), the two strategies are similar to each other (left column at panel B). However, when the spatial component does not match well the template, the two methods diverge (right column at panel B). By comparing panels A and B in figure S2 , our strategy still captures the DMN connectivity pattern with itself, and this is not happening for the alternative of using ICA-derived time series.
Conclusion
It is known that MOF could cause some cognitive deficits, even to the levels seen in mild Alzheimer's disease. Nevertheless, it remains unclear what changes underlie such problems. For this reason, in this study, functional magnetic resonance imaging was performed on individuals that had suffered this pathology. Despite the absence of brain structural damage, some alterations in the pattern of functional connectivity were found. In particular, functional neuroimaging in the default mode network (DMN) showed hyper-connectivity towards sensorymotor, cerebellum, and visual networks. DMN connectivity patterns were significantly associated with the severity scales of MOF during ICU stay and with the neuropsychological outcome of patients (involving attention and visuospatial integration) six months after ICU discharge. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study providing evidence for the functional impairments in brain networks in patients six months after MOF, although the precise neural mechanisms driving these functional, neurological, and cognitive deficits after the physiological insult are still unknown. Future studies should investigate the long-term consequences of these findings. to-cerebellum; all-to-executive-control; all-to-fronto-parietal; all-to-sensory-motor; all-toauditory; all-to-medial-visual; all-to-lateral-visual and all-to-occipital-pole. Summing along the shorter dimension in the rectangular FC matrix enabled to build strength brain maps for each subject, finally used for performing group comparisons (see methods for details). during ICU stay, indicating that the DMN connected less towards the brain areas plotted in blue for those patients who had more severe MOF (measured by SOFA) and had more days of sedation. To calculate the Spearman correlation (r) from the two scatter plots (right), it was only considered the mean t-value over the voxels which had associated p-values lower than the 5th percentile, ensuring a high value of correlation as compared to the situation of averaging the tvalues over all voxels within the significant map (colored in blue). 
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